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 You Set My Dreams To Music
 Stay Awhile (With me)
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Carole R.
Where am I going?

2242 Posts

Posted - 09/02/2009 :  16:13:59  

Is this the closest Dusty got to the Phil Spector 'Wall of Sound'?

Certainly sounds like everything but the kitchen sink was included in the
production.

Why don't cha have a listen?..and comment if ya like.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wxy6-UYiAXY

Carole R xx

"Let everyone debate the true reality, I'd rather see the World the way it
used to be"

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 09/02/2009 :  16:23:38    

Very Spectorish!

I think it was Creach who got me to hearing those marvelous bells. 

x N

There's something in my soul that will always lead me back to you.

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Posted - 09/02/2009 :  18:00:30    

Oh yes it is, isn't it? I think that is a fantabulous Dusty track and I love the
whole feel of it and the production. Very nice indeedy :)

Will 

"..you're in my heart and on my mind.."

Gallery: www.askyofhoney.com

Graham
Little by little

United Kingdom
119 Posts

Posted - 10/02/2009 :  10:14:13  

I may be going mad in my old age but I am sure I remember the record was
reviewed on the sunday morning show (cant remember the name) and I am
sure Phil Spector was one of the reviewees and that he said he Maybe I
have completely lost it or I am just fantasising!! I do remember John Lennon
saying waht a great track it was and how under rated it was

Cardiff
Bluesgirl
I’ll try anything

Posted - 10/02/2009 :  10:18:13  
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I ll try anything

United Kingdom
1809 Posts

fab song fab arrangement fab singer what can I say

"every day I find your'e in my heart and on my mind" liz mason

Graham
Little by little

United Kingdom
119 Posts

Posted - 10/02/2009 :  14:48:21  

Just read my post and realised missed the bit out about PhilSpector saying
he was at the Stay Awhile session Maybe pure imagination but it does
stand out in my memory!!

Sweetbaby
I’ll try anything

Canada
1466 Posts

Posted - 10/02/2009 :  18:20:14  

I've nver heard of Dusty's path crossing with Phil Spectre - hopefully
her luck held out at the Stay Awhile session!

DustysBoy
Where am I going?

USA
2678 Posts

Posted - 11/02/2009 :  01:45:57        

I love the song....its the song that hooked me.

JOSH

"There is a garden
Something like the shadow of a butterfly
And lies beyond the gates of dark and light
And darling, it belongs to me"
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